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About This Game

Mactabilis is a modern shooter with rpg elements. Customize your ship, select from a large array of weapons or even create your
own with the powerful in-game editor! Blast your way through vibrant, multi-level, adrenaline filled missions in search of loot

and power.

Unique multi layer feature adds depth to levels.

Earn cash, find upgrades, buy or create new weapons

Replay the game for more loot and greater challenges

Many game modes, achievements and unlockables

Two player co-op and deathmatch, including local and online.

Accessible gameplay. This isn't a bullet hell.

Multi layered levels
The immediate thing that sets Mactabilis apart from other games of this type is the multi layered levels. At any time you can
switch between the background and foreground of a level. Perhaps you're trying to obtain a bigger combo or maybe you're
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trying to evade deadly enemies?

Cash, upgrades and custom weapons
Kill enemies and obtain bigger combos to get even more cash out of them. Use your cash to buy from a wide array of weapons
or even create your own! The game features a powerful weapon editor that lets you make the gun of your dreams. You're going

to have to destroy a lot of ships to buy all of them.

Replayability
The game never ends. Once you've completed it, you can keep your weapons, cash and ship upgrades. You'll be sent back to the

first mission, but enemies will become tougher. Thankfully, the rewards are also increased!

Play with friends
Play any game mode, in any difficulty, any way you want, with a friend. You can conquer the missions with a wingman both

locally or on the internet!
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Genre: Action, Indie
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Blazing Bit Games
Publisher:
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English,French
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I enjoyed playing this for a bit, but as it turns out, it doesn't work properly with linux. Cut scenes are missing. Total bummer.
I'm planning to install windows in the near future, hopefully it'll work then.. This is the absolute best find I've made on steam. If
it had multiplayer lobbies I would play it ALL. DAY. Currently recruiting friends to play with me because the multiplayer is
some of the most fun I've ever had. I don't even know how to describe it. Force field, disentegrators, force gun, rope swing, dig,
build, OH MY GOD BUY THIS GAME.

And I didn't even mention the single player campaign\/puzzles are INCREDIBLE.

10\/10.. was fun until i fought the other rose. repeative boring crap dont buy!~. A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING
PIZZASHOP GUNDAM!!!!. I think this game is very fun. I loved this game. Graphics are very fun and good. \u0130f you want
to kill spaceship with VODKA. You should play this game. *Even at the updated price this game is still not worth it* July 24.

I really enjoy this game, don't get me wrong. And i've put a lot of hours into it, because the concept of the game is absolutely
amazing. However I cannot give this a positive rating at this time. The game is riddled with bugs, sometimes game breaking. It
could be a bug causing your country to go bankrupt, or maybe it'll cause you to have excessive inflation, or causes a breakdown
in the correlation between the decisions you make and the ingame economics.

Instead of fixing the game crippling bugs, the developers ignore all the issues and have created Geopolitical Simulator 4.
Because they've done this instead of fixing their game (which should really be in beta release, not published as a completed
game), It has caused this 'game' to not feel like a game. Instead it feels like I have been robbed of my money.

I feel like I gave this game a fighting chance by paying full price, hoping that by supporting the developers it might encourage
them to fix the bugs. I was wrong. Save yourself the money and don't buy this broken game.

I'll change my review if the developers ever release a patch that fixes even half the issues of the game.. So much fun.. the train
isint loading when i spawn it dont appear i appear in railfan mode instead please fix. Despite a total lack of visuals, Mecha Ace
has successfully brought me to an emotional connection unlike any other game has before. I cried, and I'm not afraid to admit it.
10/10
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Good piece of software but very limited. Only has 4 ways with no options of falling down, sleeping, casting etc. I may
recommend it if you don't have game maker VX ace but if you do, you can do almost exactly the same on that software which
also includes things to make an actual game!. Stickman is a game. I can't go by much after that.

I don't really know what the controls are or how to rotate said stickman in the combats. With WSAD or my mouse? Maybe both
are needed? No tutorial just right in the chaos. It comes with a single player game where you must fight your very way to the
maker himself and kick his stick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It also has a arena mode of endless wavegame till you die
nonsense.

I got this for the 1000 achievements like the filthy bastard that I am, and it came with 55 broken ones. Until this is resolved
(which will be never) Ill give this the ol' thumbs down. Just another shovelware junk unity engine title anyway.. Snake meets Pac-
Man! Game is a beauty! For .39 cents i def got my moneys worth. Im glad there are still developers that go for a family type of
game.

Pros
nice graphics
Logic
trading cards
soundtrack
Great if you have kids or littles kids (that you dont want them playing bloody games)

Cons. Pretty ok, Carriers are pretty OP so Kriegsmarine and Regia Marina are a bit underpowered.
Overall the experience and campaigns are a chain of progressively fighting more and more to the point you can contest the
keyports needed to end the war.

Lack of updates after the devs moved on to the next game.. For me this one is a nice VR Zombie game. You need to defend
your little base with a bow, handgun and an AK. The reloading system is also nice.
I like also the zombies.

There is also a tutorial to manage the weapons.

For now it is early access, but it is good playable.
Some stuff was written in Chinese language, but most of it is translated to English

I hope there will be other area's, weapons. Because for the current content only the price is a little to high.

I made a movie with the tutorial and the base defending:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6FTcnCr6oag. It's honestly a good game, BUT it has to little content. If you want the
game, I recommend you to wait a bit.
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